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Abstract

Among system-level design frameworks and languages,

system modeling approaches based on functional program-

ming aim at rapid specification and prototyping of pro-

cessing of data streams. Models constructed with func-

tional programs provide highly modular and computation-

ally correct models for prototyping and simulation pur-

poses.

For design space exploration, the functional program-

ming frameworks provide semantically sound methodolo-

gies for establishing formal refinement relations and se-

cure a trustable design automation flow. However, the

stream computations expressed by functions embody an im-

plicitly single clocked model of computation (untimed or

fully synchronous) which does not take advantage of possi-

ble polychronous (multi-clock) computation inherent to the

system’s dataflow.

To this end, we propose a type inference system for rep-

resenting a synchronous and multi-clocked model of com-

putation in the typed and functional programming lan-

guage ML. Along the way, we address the issue of perform-

ing the automated refinement of implicitly timed stream

functions in a model of computation that supports reason-

ing on partially ordered signal clocks, allowing for formal

design transformation and verification to be performed in

the context of a functional programming environment.

1. Introduction

Synchronous data-flow programming languages, such

as Lustre [2] and Signal [6], are domain-specific languages

dedicated to the implementation of embedded software.

These programming languages implement a synchronous

model of computation in which time is abstracted to facil-

itate reasoning and verification of symbolic synchroniza-

tion and scheduling relations. Synchronous data-flow lan-

guages are commonly used in Europe for embedded soft-

ware design, especially in avionics, to rapidly prototype,

simulate, verify and synthesize embedded software for mis-

sion critical applications. As similar needs for rapid proto-

typing and simulation as well as system-level verification

and synthesis have been expressed in the design automa-

tion industry, it is desirable to propose such a model in the

context of system-level design and raise both its expressive

capability and ease of use.

On the other hand, in the context of multi-media embed-

ded systems data stream based computation is important.

Therefore, several proposals [10, 7] have recently been

made to provide functional programming capabilities to

system-level environments geared towards rapid prototyp-

ing and simulation of mainly stream based computations

inherent in multi-media. Functional programming frame-

work both provide the necessary sound semantic frame-

work to formally reason on system modeling, and signif-

icantly raise design productivity by offering programming

environments in which error-prone and time-consuming

engineering tasks such as type consistency and memory

management [13] are automatically handled by the com-

piler.

Multi-media computation architectures modeled with

functional programming concepts allow to rapidly obtain

prototyping and simulation evidences and, design space ex-

ploration and/or of design refinement checking.

However, functional programming frameworks used so

far for capturing such models [10], [7] are not capable

of expressing multi-clocked computations. The model of

computation expressed in [10] is perfectly synchronous [5],

and in [7], untimed, perfect and clock synchronous as well

as explicitly timed [5]. The ability to automatically rec-

ognize the independence of computation fragments from

each other, and therefore the ability to assign distinct clocks

to these computations can have both performance implica-

tions, as well as other resource scheduling implications.

To this end, we propose a type inference system for rep-

resenting a synchronous and multi-clocked model of com-

putation in the typed and functional programming language

ML. Along the way, we address the issue of performing

an automated refinement of implicitly timed stream func-

tions in a model of computation that supports reasoning on

partially ordered signal clocks, allowing for formal design

transformation and verification to be performed in the con-

text of a functional programming environment.



2. Background

We start with the definition of the elementary Standard

ML data-structures along which the presentation of our

model of computation will be carried out. Our aim is to

provide a a implicitly timed simulation environment that

implements a multi-clocked synchronous model of com-

putation in plain Standard ML. An extension to the Stan-

dard ML type inference system is defined to analyze pro-

grams and statically check conformance to design correct-

ness properties.

Events and signals The data-type event is defined by

two rules. It is either absent and carries the symbolic value

nil of present and carries a value of some type ’a tagged

by the constructor one. A signal consists of a series of

event. It can either be represented by a list of event, that is

either empty and denoted by [] or non-empty. The head

of a non-empty signal is an event of type ’a and its tail a

signal of type ’a.

datatype ’a event = nil | one of ’a

datatype ’a signal =

[] | ’a event :: ’a signal

It might be suitable to define possibly infinite signal

co-inductively, as in Haskell for instance. This can al-

ternatively be done by considering a delayed function

call to access the tail of a signal and implement a lazy

evaluation semantics. A lazy signal of type ’a con-

sists of an event of type ’a (its head) and of a func-

tion that takes no argument (type unit) and returns a

signal of type ’a (the tail of the signal). Its signature

is then datatype ’a signal = [] | ’a event

:: (unit -> ’a signal). For the sake of sim-

plicity, our presentation will be illustrated by examples on

inductive signals.

Signals with explicit clocks Assigning clocks to signals

consists of a refinement of the data-type definitions for sig-

nals with extra information carried by supplementary type

variables. An event or a signal of type ’a is consistently re-

lated to a variable ’b which symbolically denotes its clock

and is used to relate it to other events or signals.

datatype ’a ’b event = nil | one of ’a

datatype ’a ’b signal =

[] | ’a ’b event :: ’a ’b signal

Multi-clocked sampling For instance, consider a defini-

tion of the down-sampling function when. The function

when takes two signals of type’a and of type boolean.

It returns a signal of type ’a that is a sampling of events

from the first argument when the second argument is

present and holds the value true. The function when is de-

fined by four rules. The first rules says that if both signals

are empty then so is the result of the function. The second

rule says that if both signals are absent (their heads carry

the symbolic value nil) then the result is absent and the

function is recursively called with the tails s and t as argu-

ments. The third rule says that if the second arguments is

present with the value false, pattern one false, then the

result is as for rule two whatever the value of the first argu-

ment is (denoted by the wildcard _). Finally, the fourth rule

says that if the first argument is present with some value v

and the second holds the value true with one true then

the event one v is copied to the output signal.

fun when [][]= []

| when nil::s _::t = nil::when s t

| when _::s one false::t = nil::when s t

| when one v::s one true::t =

one v::when s t

Our explanations on the definition of function when in-

volved logical timing relations between signals which we

can put into equations by considering the type of function

when annotated with clocks:

fun when: ’a ’b signal * boolean ’c signal

-> ’a ’d signal

Analyzing clock relations Now, let us denote by @b the

presence of an event along the signal associated to the clock

variable ’b. Next write c and not c the presence of the

value true and false along the signal of clock ’c. Finally let

or, and, =>, <=> be logical connectors. Each rule in

the definition of when corresponds to an implication as to

the presence or absence of event along the output signal:

- rule 2: not @b and not @c implies not @d

- rule 3: not c implies not @d

- rule 4: @b and c implies @d

As a result, the type of function when can be associated

to the assertion @d <=> @b and c which says that the

result of clock ’d is present iff the first argument of clock

’b is present and the second is present holds the event

true. It will be handy to define a particular class of boolean

events in order to represent control by using assertions.

datatype ’a bool = boolean ’a event

val true : ’a bool / a

val false : ’a bool / not a

Generalization of the approach Using clocked boolean

events allows us to operate the same analysis on the def-

inition of boolean functions and assign them to assertions

describing their behaviors.

fun not: ’a bool -> ’b bool / b <=> not a

fun and: ’a bool -> ’b bool -> ’c bool

/ c <=> a and b

fun or : ’a bool -> ’b bool -> ’c bool

/ c <=> a or b



3. Formal presentation

The formalization of our logic for reasoning on clocks

consists of an extension of the Standard ML type system

with assertions on signal clocks. The abstract syntax of

Standard ML which we consider for this formalization con-

sists of atomic values and patterns, constructors, rules and

expressions.

Atoms x are either defined identifiers or pre-defined con-

structors such as the wildcard , the absence nil, the empty

list [], the boolean values true and false and constructors

one for events, (·, ·) for pairs and :: for signals. A pattern

p is either an atom or a constructor x applied to a possibly

empty sequence of patterns p∗.

A rule p = e associates the input pattern p of a function

to the expression e and is composed with |. An expression

e is either an atom x, a function x defined by a rule r, the

application of a function e to a sequence e∗ of arguments or

the binding of a rule r to the lexical scope of e.

x ∋{true, false, nil, one , ::, [], (·, ·), . . .} (id)

p ::=x | x p∗ (pattern)

r ::= p = e | (r |r) (rule)

e ::=x | funxr | ee∗ | letr ine (expression)

Next, we augment the Standard ML type system with data-

types and assertions to reason on signal clock relations. A

type either denotes a variable ′a, a pair t ∗u, a function t →
u/C of argument type t, of result type u and of assertions

C. Clocked booleans, events and signals are our predefined

data-types.

t,u ::= ′a (variable)

| t ∗ u (pair)

| t → u/C (function)

| ′abool (boolean)

| t ′aevent (event)

| t ′asignal (signal)

Assertions C are defined by relations between clock expres-

sions c expressed using a Boolean logic to characterize in-

variants. A clock expressions is either 0 to mean never, 1

to mean always, @a to denote the presence of a signal of

clock ′a, a to mean its value is true and nota to mean it is

false. Connectors and and or define conjunction and dis-

junction so that clocks expressions inherit natural Boolean

relations such as @x ⇔ xornotx or 0 ⇔ xandnotx.

c,d ::=0 | 1 | @a | a | nota | candd | cord (clock)

Assertions C are the conjunction or disjunction of implica-

tion relations between clock expressions. We write C :: D

for an assertion of pre-condition C and of post-condition D.

C,D ::= /0 | c ⇒ d | C∧D | C∨D | C :: D (constraint)

An example Let us put our type and clock system to

work on a second example describing a delay function

pre. It takes a signal of type ’a and clock ’b, a value

of type ’a and returns a signal of type ’a and clock ’c.

If the first argument is absent, condition not@b :: /0, then

the result is absent, condition not@c :: C. The term C is a

variable we use to denote the predicted assertion of func-

tion pre itself as it is recursively called with the signal s

and the value w.

fun pre [] v = []

| pre nil::s v = nil::pre s v

| pre one w::s v = one v::pre s w

If the first argument is present (condition @b :: C) then

so is the result at c with the stored value v in place of which

the current value w of the input signal is stored until the

next recursive call of the function. From the deductions

not@b :: C ⇒ not@c :: C and @b :: C ⇒ @c :: C follows

a fixed-point resolution which yields the type and assertion

C of the function pre. Namely, b is present iff c is present.

fun pre : ’a ’b signal * ’a -> ’a ’c signal

/ @b <=> @c

4. Clock inference

Clock synthesis consists of a logics that automates the

informal deduction depicted in the previous example. It

consists of building a relation of the form E ⊢ e : t/C for an

expression e in a given environment E . The environment E

associates defined identifiers x to type hypothesis t, written

x : t and the result of a deduction e : t/C consists of the type

t of the expression e and of an assertion C pertaining on its

clock relations.

E ⊢ e : t/C (type inference relation)

Subtyping Types annotated with clock assertions natu-

rally inherit a sub-typing relation from the logical structure

of assertions they are built upon. We say that a type t is

a subtype of u, written t ≤ u, iff u makes stronger asser-

tions than t. The relation ≤ is the largest equivalence rela-

tion that satisfies the following structural rules (as well as

refexivity t ≤ t, for all t).

t1 ≤ t2/C ⇒ t1
′aevent ≤ t2

′bevent/C∧ (@a ⇔ @b)
t1

′asignal≤ t2
′bsignal/C∧ (@a ⇔ @b)

In the case of function types, in particular, we say that t1 →
u1/C ≤ t2 → u2/D iff the input t2 is a subtype of t1, the

output u1 is a subtype of u2 and the assertions D imply C

to mean weaker hypothesis and stronger conclusion imply

containment.

t1 ≤ t2/C1 u1 ≤ u2/C2

t1 ∗ u1 ≤ t2 ∗ u2/C1 ∧C2

t1 ≤ t2/C1 u1 ≤ u2/C2 D ⇒C∧C1 ∧C2

t1 → u1/C ≤ t2 → u2/D



Type assignment for atoms We start the definition of the

relation E ⊢ e : t/C by considering the axioms related to

atomic expressions.

The type t of a bound identifier x should be known from

the environment and be assumed left of the relation ⊢ in

order to be guaranteed on its right.

(a) E,x : t ⊢ x : t

The wirldcard can be regarded as an identifier bound to

any context. It has any type t and no assertion in any envi-

ronment E , written E ⊢ : t.

(b) E ⊢ : t

The empty signal [] can take any event type t and clock ′a

so that E ⊢ [] : t ′a signal.

(c) E ⊢ [] : t ′a signal

Similarly, the event nil is any t ′a event yet with the as-

sertion that a is absent, written not@a.

(d) E ⊢ nil : t ′a event/not@a

Type assignment for constructors We build deduction

rules using these axioms. Most of them are defined by in-

duction on the structure of expressions e.

Rule (1) says that if the expression e satisfies the relation

E ⊢ e : t/C then the constructor onee is a t ′a event with ′a

present, written @a.

(1)
E ⊢ e : t/C

E ⊢ onee : t ′a event/@a

Similarly, rule (2) says that if the expressions e1 and e2

are respectively events and signals of type t and clock ′a,

then the constructor e1 :: e2 is a t ′a signal that inherits the

sequence of assertions C :: D from its sub-expressions.

(2)
E ⊢ e1 : t ′a event/C E ⊢ e2 : t ′a signal/D

E ⊢ e1 :: e2 : t ′a signal/C :: D

Rule (3) performs an equally simple structural decomposi-

tion of deductions for a pairing expressions. Rule (4) de-

fines the time of the rule f p = e of a function f . In its

hypothesis, it assumes an environment F to give type t1/C1

to its input pattern p.

(3)
E ⊢ e1 : t1/C1 E ⊢ e1 : t2/C2

E ⊢ (e1,e2) : t1 ∗ t2/C1 ∧C2

Type assignment for expressions The side condition (a)
affects the choice of F in that the variables defined in the

domain of E and the free variables of the pattern p should

be disjoint sets. Rule (4) continues with the assignment of

type and assertion t2/C2 to the expression e before conclud-

ing that p = e has the function type t1 → t2/C1 ⇒C2.

(4)
EF ⊢ p : t1/C1 EF ⊢ e : t2/C2

E ⊢ p = e : (t1 → t2/C1 ⇒C2)/ /0

(a)

Rule (5) defines the type t of a function definition funxr by

a fixed-point relation between the type of its rule r : t and

the hypothesis x : t in its premiss.

(5)
E,x : t ⊢ r : t

E ⊢ funxr : t

Rule (6) completes the processing of function definitions

with the assignment of a type t to a pair of rules r1|r2 by

expecting both r1 and r2 to have the same type t.

(6)
E ⊢ r1 : t E ⊢ r2 : t

E ⊢ r1|r2 : t

This match requires the use of the sub-typing rule (7) in

order to possibly lift the type t1 of r1 and t2 of r2 to the

common upper-bound t.

(7)
E ⊢ e : t/C t ≤ u D ⇒C

E ⊢ e : u/D

Rule (8) defines the type deduction procedure for the ap-

plication of a function e1 to an argument e2. Its hypothesis

is the deduction of a type t2 → t/C and an assertion C1 for

e1 and t2/C2 for e2. The type of the application e1e2 is t

and its assertion the conjunction of C,C1 and C2.

(8)
E ⊢ e1 : (t2 → t/C)/C1 E ⊢ e2 : t2/C2

E ⊢ e1e2 : t/C∧C1 ∧C2

Similarly, rule (9) defines the type deduction for the defi-

nition of a rule x = e1 in the lexical scope of an expression

e2. It says that, if e1 admits at least one pair of (discarded)

type and assertion t1/C1, then the expression has exactly

the same type and assertion as the substitution e2[e1/x] of

x by e1 in e2.

(9)
E ⊢ e1 : t1/C1 E ⊢ e1[e2/x] : t/C

E ⊢ let x = e1 in e2 : t/C

A more algorithmic presentation of rule (9), presented

next, uses a polymorphic type instead of e1 in place of each

occurrence of x in e2. A polymorphic type consists of the

universal quantification of all elements of the type and as-

sertion (type, clock or assertion) of an expression that are



independent of the context of that assertion (the environ-

ment E). Rule (9) equally specifies polymorphism and ef-

fectively associates Standard ML expressions to assertions

on clocks.

Example Let us depict the deduction performed with the

relation E ⊢ e : t/C by considering a merge function. It

takes two signals as arguments, if the first holds a value,

it is copied to the output. Otherwise, the output signal is

defined by the second input signal.

fun default[][]=[]

| defaultnil::snil::t=nil::defaultst (A)

| defaultnil::sonev::t=onev::defaultst (B)

| defaultonev::s ::t=onev::defaultst (C)

We shall first make an expectation D on the assertion of

default. Assume:

default :′ a ′bsignal∗ ′a ′csignal→ ′a ′d signal/D

Rule (A) initially assumes b and c absent, then nothing, and

initially guarantees d absent and then D. Rule (B) assumes

b absent and c present with v and guarantees d is present

with v. Rule (C) assumes b present with v and discards c to

guarantee d is present with v, therefore:

D =





not@bandnot@c :: /0 ⇒ not@d :: D

∧ not@band@c :: /0 ⇒ @d :: D

∧ @b :: /0 ⇒ @d :: D





The least fixed-point of the system of Boolean equations

that defines D by the rules (A −C) is D =de f @d ⇔
@bor@c and obtained after the following simplification

steps.

D =((¬(@bor@c) ⇒¬@d)∧ ((@bor@c) ⇒ @d)) :: D

=(@d ⇔ @bor@c) :: D

=(@d ⇔ @bor@c)

Correctness The correctness of our type inference sys-

tem directly follows from known results on ML by consid-

ering the operational semantics of Standard ML [8] which

structurally defines a relation S ⊢ e ⇒ v saying that expres-

sion e has value v in a context S that associates variables to

values by x : v. In particular, and since we consider finite

signals, we can actually consider Standard ML’s big-step

operational semantics.

Property 1 (type soundness [8]) If S : E and S ⊢ e → v

and E ⊢ e : t then E ⊢ v : t.

We call an environment E the type of a context S and

write S : E/C since it associates variables x to types with

x : t. Stating the correctness of clock assertion can equally

be done by considering assumptions C on input signals in

S and guarantees D on output signals in v for an operation

e over signals. Hence the result:

Property 2 (assertion soundness) If S : E/C and S ⊢ e →
v and E ⊢ e : t/D then E ⊢ v : t/D.

Extension with polymorphism Just as for the type in-

ference of Standard ML programs, it is easy to extend our

clock inference system with polymorphism and provide a

deduction system whose deterministic processing closely

mimics that of its algorithmic implementation.

Type polymorphism consists of the universal quantifica-

tion of free variables (type ′a, clock ′c, behavior ′b vari-

ables) in the relation E ⊢ e : t/C. A variable in t/C is said

free if it does not occur in E . Since a free variable is not

constrained by E in the relation E ⊢ v : t/D, it can be sub-

stituted by any term of the same kind (type, clock or behav-

ior). This substitution is called instantiation.

T ::= t/C | ∀ ′a.T | ∀ ′b.T | ∀ ′c.T

Generalization Type polymorphism avoids costly re-

calculation of a function’s type when its name is referenced

several times in a let expression. Generalization, function

gen, consists of universally quantifying the typing judg-

ment t/C over variables not occurring in the type environ-

ment E/D of the program. We write fv for the function that

returns the set of variables free in its input term.

gen(E,t/C) = ∀V.(t/C), V = fv(t/C)\ fv(E)

As we wrote earlier, rule (9) can be formulated in a more

algorithmic way by using generalization:

(9′)
E ⊢ e1 : t1/C1 E,x : gen(E,t1/C1) ⊢ e2 : t/C

E ⊢ let x = e1 in e2 : t/C

Instantiation The converse operation of is called in-

stantiation and consists of substituting quantified variables

with fresh ones. We write T [t/′a] for the substitution of the

variable ′a by the term t in T .

∀t,d,C, inst(E,∀ ′a.T ) ⊇ inst(E,T [t/′a])
inst(E,∀ ′b.T) ⊇ inst(E,T [C/′b])
inst(E,∀ ′c.T ) ⊇ inst(E,T [′d/′c])

inst(E,t/C) ∋ t/C

The instantiation rule (a) is then defined as follows

(a′)
t/C ∈ inst(E,T )

E,x : T ⊢ x : t/C



Correctness The correctness of polymorphic clock

inference can be established by stating the following prop-

erty that is just an instance of the known results on poly-

morphic type inference.

Property 3 If E ⊢ e1 : t1/C1 then E,x : gen(E,t1/C1) ⊢ e2 :

t/C iff E ⊢ e2[e1/x] : t/C.

5. A loosely time-triggered protocol

We exemplify the use of our multi-clocked model of

computation by considering the case-study of a protocole

for loosely time-triggered architecture that we proposed

and proved in [12].

Specification The LTTA is composed of three devices, a

writer, a bus, and a reader. Each device is activated by its

own, approximately periodic, clock. At the nth clock tick

(time tw(n)), the writer generates the value xw(n) and an

alternating flag bw(n) s.t.:

bw(n) =

{

false if n = 0

not bw(n−1) otherwise

Both values are stored in its output buffer, denoted by yw.

At any time t, the writer’s output buffer yw contains the last

value that was written into it:

yw(t) = (xw(n),bw(n)) , where n = sup{n′ | tw(n′) < t} (1)

At tb(n), the bus bus fetches yw to store in the input buffer

of the reader, denoted by yb. Thus, at any time t, the reader

input buffer is defined by:

yb(t) = yw(tb(n)) , where n = sup{n′ | tb(n′) < t} (2)

At tr(n), the reader loads the input buffer yb into the vari-

ables x(n) and b(n):

(x(n),b(n)) = yb(tr(n))

Then, in a similar manner as for an alternating bit protocol,

the reader extracts x(n) iff b(n) has changed.

This is by the sequence m of ticks where b changes:

m(0) = 0 , m(n) = inf{k > m(n−1) | b(k) 6= b(k−1)}

xr(k) = x(m(k)) (3)

writer reader

? ?

? ?
· sustain yb - ·bus

xw

tw

yw = (xw,bw)

xr = x

tr

yr = (x,b)

tb

Example trace We illustrate the protocol by the follow-

ing picture. Notice the role of the flag b: if the writer sends

the same value along xw twice, the boolean flag switch en-

sures that this value will be read twice on xr. On the oppo-

site, if the value is sent once along xw and read twice along

xr, the boolean flag samples the excess of reading.

writer

bus

reader

6 6

6 6 6

xw xw

xr xr

bw

xw

Flag switches are detected by the reader by a non pre-

dictable but bounded delay according to physical time: per-

fect physical synchrony is lost.

Correctness In any execution of the protocol, the se-

quences xw and xr must coincide, i.e.,

∀n · xr(n) = xw(n) (4)

In order to prove the correctness of the protocol, we

need to prove that, under some hypotheses on the clocks,

the property (4) is true. In [12], we show that the LTTA

protocol satisfies the property (4) iff the following condi-

tions hold:

w ≥ b , and
⌊w

b

⌋

≥
r

b
, (5)

where w, b and r are the respective periods of the clocks of

the writer, the bus and the reader, and where, for x ∈ R, ⌊x⌋
denotes the largest integer less or equal to x.

Synchronous abstraction A clock is associated with any

device d of a LTT architecture to provide the sampling fre-

quency. It is possible to access a value at any time thanks

to the function ld associated to the device d which enables

to access the value carried at the previous tick:

f d(t) f d(t ′) f d(t ′′)

d(ld(t)) d(ld(t ′′))

ld ld ld

fetched f d

clock td

carried d

In a synchronous model of computation, the time con-

tinuum is abstracted. Only the notions of precedence and



simultaneity are relevant. It is therefore very simple to ab-

stract the time domain using sampling events. In this ap-

proach, the clock td only defines the ordered set of sam-

pling instants, and the carried values d are represented by a

signal synchronized with td. In order to make it possible to

fetch the carried values at any time, we introduce a signal

f d whose clock1 is completely free. The following picture

illustrates this abstraction:

f d f d f d

fetched f d

clock td

carried d

cell
cell cell

dd

Programming methodology The methodology we use

to implement the LTTA consists of its progressive and

compositional refinement of the requirements specifica-

tion: xr(n) = xw(n),∀n ≥ 0 that preserves the property of

flow equivalence: xr and xw hold the same successive val-

ues. This yields the function ltta.

let fun ltta (xw cw, cb, cr) =

let (xb, bb, sbw) =

bus (xw, writer(xw, cw), cb)

and (xr, br, sbb) = reader (xb, bb, cr)

and _ = objective (sbw, sbb, cb, cr)

in (xr, i, zi)

end;

The function ltta is decomposed into its three com-

ponents reader, bus and writer connected by one-place

buffers. The objective function describes the synchroniza-

tion constraints under which the protocol correctness holds.

fun objective (sbw, sbb, cb, cr)

let _ = sync cb (default sbw cb)

and _ = sync cr (default sbb cr)

in sync sbb (default sbb (switch sbb))

end;

The objective function uses the function sync to spec-

ify the synchronization relations that need to be maintained

between the signals sbw, sbb, cb, cr for the requirements

to hold.

fun sync [] [] = ()

| sync nil::s nil::t = sync s t

| sync one _::s one _::t = sync s t

fun sync: ’a signal * ’b signal -> void

/ @a <=> @b

1in a data-flow synchronous approach, by clock we mean the ordered

set of instants where a signal is present

Notice that sync is best seen as the constraint

@a <=> @b rather than as a function that operationally

synchronizes two signals. Nonetheless, type inference al-

lows to check the conformance of this objective with the

type inferred for the rest of the LTTA specification (the

writer, bus and reader) by simply showing that they are not

contradictory.

fun objective: ’a signal * ’b signal

* ’c signal * ’d signal -> void

/ @c <=> @a or @c

/ @d <=> @b or @d

The writer accepts an input xw and defines the boolean

flag bw that will be carried along with it over the bus. The

bus forward its inputs xw and bw to the reader as the result

xb and bb of a one-place buffer.

fun writer (xw, cw) =

let _ = sync bw xw and _ = sync xw cw

in not (pre bw true)

end;

fun bus (xw, bw, cb) = buffer (xw, bw, cb)

The reader loads its inputs xb and bb from the bus and

samples xr from xb upon a switch of bb. Each of the func-

tions reader, bus and writer operate at independent (input)

clocks cw, cb and cr.

fun reader (xb, bb, cr) =

let (yr, br, sbb) = buffer (xb, bb, cr)

in (when yr (switch br), br, sbb)

end;

The switch function emits an output iff two successive

occurrences zb and b of the boolean flag differ.

fun switch (b) =

let zb = pre b true

in default (when true (when b (not zb))

(when true (when (not b) zb)

end;

We now detail the definition of the desynchronizing one-

place buffer which simulates asynchrony. The function

buffer alternates between the receipt of an input (x,b) and

the emission of an output (bx,bb).

fun shift (x, b)

let (sx, sb) = current (x, b, c)

and _ = alternate (x, sx)

in (sx, sb)

end;

fun buffer (x, b, c) =

let (sx, sb) = shift (x, b, c)

and (bx, bb) = current (sx, sb, c)

in (bx, bb, sb)

end;



The alternate function makes these operations exclu-

sive by using a boolean flip-flop signal b (notice, again, the

importance of the initial condition: zb must be initialized to

false for receive to precede send).

fun alternate (x, sx) =

let b = not (pre b false)

and _ = sync sx (when true (not b))

in sync x (when true b)

end;

The function current sustains its input signals (wx,wb)
and allows to retrieve them at a given clock c.

fun current (wx, wb, c) =

let rx = when (cell wx c false) c

and rb = when (cell wb c true) c

in (rx, rb)

end;

The function buffer introduces an unspecified delay

(materialized by the input clock c), hence we can synchro-

nize it with the output of the protocol xr without affecting

the bus or the writer.

6. Related work

Functional programming languages, such as Milner’s

Standard ML [8], are high-level, declarative, strongly and

statically-typed languages, which allow them to express

computations concisely. Programs written in functional

languages are also precise at a higher level of abstraction.

Research related to formal frameworks for heteroge-

neous modeling is a relatively new area of research. An ex-

ample is the simulation framework for heterogeneous Sys-

temC models proposed in [7], which aims at gaining fast

simulation models and at allowing designers to compose

heterogeneous components without worrying about the tar-

get simulation kernel. We use the approach of [5] to define

a generic framework of models of computation for SoC de-

sign.

In this aim, a related work is ForSyDe [10], which con-

sists of a standard library that provides a synchronous com-

putational model implemented in Haskell. The objective

of the ForSyDe methodology is to allow system design to

be performed at higher level of abstraction and to bridge

the abstraction gap by transformation design refinement.

The most related work in the vast domain of type-based

program analysis is the work of Pouzet et al. on Lucid

Synchrone [2]. The dependent type system of Lucid Syn-

chrone allows to check that a functional program is well-

synchronized: that all streams in this program have totally

related clocks.

7. Conclusion

The approach introduced in this paper differs by consid-

ering the global design of an architecture from elementary

functions with partially related clocks. Design proceeds

in a compositional and refinement-based manner using ex-

pressive temporal propositions on Boolean expressions to

gradually check correctness of the assembled components

using an assumption/guarantee reasoning.

In this aim, the clock inference system we presented is

the first to relate implicitly typed stream functions with an

expressive propositional logics that abstract the behavior

of stream functions by Boolean expressions on clocks and

allow for an expressive reasoning on properties pertaining

to static verification and optimization. We demonstrated

that this verification and optimization framework fully in-

tegrates to a model of computation described with %100

standard ML programs and no ad-hoc hypothesis.
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